
THE BIG BOOK OF
taste combinations



CREMOLINEA represents the thirst 
for research, quality and innovation, 
united with the necessary imagination 
for interpreting new trends and 
combinations of new tastes.

Through the creation of these kits, 
CremoLinea offers a large range of tastes 
and flavors that lead to memorable 
experiences. 

A journey full of emotion, that originates 
in the universal gastronomy, with 
the goal to improve, via enthusiasm, 
experience and professionalism.



“An Ingredient So Good It Has to Be Illegal!”
Chefs around the world crave its spicy, fruity aroma. This flavorful little 
bean is the golden goose of haute culinary creations. 
They call it the most versatile and delicious ingredient you’ve never heard 
of. Its gorgeous aromas are so complex they’ll send your taste buds into 
a tailspin: there’s heady vanilla, tropical coconut, sour cherry, bitter 
almond, oily clove, liquorice, and sweet hay, all at once. 
Just taste it! Nothing else matters any more!

873637 - 3,5 kg Pasta Tonka Delice (50 g / kg)

TONKA DELICE

If it feels like coconut water is suddenly everywhere, that’s 
because it is! It’s cool, it’s trendy, it’s packed with healthy 

ingredients and celebrities love it!
And what can be cooler than coconut water? It’s Cremolinea concept: 

Coconut water & Superfruits!
Dare to taste any of our suggested combination!

870914 - Coconut Water; Dosage: 13 g

873639 PASTA GOJI (50 g / kg)
873638 PASTA CRANBERRY (50 g / kg)
873412 PASTA AÇAÍ (50 g / kg)
870915 ALOE VERA GEL 100% (10 g / kg)

COCONUT WATER SUPERFRUITS



It’s time for dark, milk and white chocolate to step 
aside and make room for a new flavor: pink 
chocolate.  
It features a reddish-pink hue and has a 
fruity, berry-like flavor. 
Delicate and tasty, 
Cremolinea gives you 
the opportunity to 
relish it in a new ice cream!

873640 - 3,5 kg Pink Chocolate Paste; Dosage: 100 g

CIOCCOLATO ROSA

The green gold of Japan, Matcha has more functional 
properties than any other tea: rich in Antioxidants 

(1384 ORAC units / g); helps faster calorie 
burning; detoxifies effectively and naturally; 
increases concentration and reduces stress; 

reduces the risk of cancer.Green Matcha has 
become the star of the tea ceremony, since 

the sixteenth century. Cremolinea 
reckons that Matcha 
Green Tea ice cream 

will become the star of gelato 
cabinets all over the world.

873402 - 3,5 kg Matcha Green Tea Paste; Dosage: 50 g
875172 - 3,5 kg Cremoloso Riso Mochi; Dosage: a.p.

MATCHA GREEN TEA
870880



The ice cream with an aromatic and intense taste like White/Black 
Sesame is savored deeply and is appreciated from first taste! From the 
most decisive and penetrating taste of the first to the more delicate taste 
of the second one, thanks to its known antioxidant 
properties, Sesame is considered a 
real cure-all from Asian 
cuisine and medicine. 
Decorate your White / 
Black Sesame ice cream 
with the Creamy Mochi 
Rice and bring a magical 
touch of the Orient to your 
ice cream parlor!

873409 / 873410 - 3,5 kg Black / White Sesame; Dosage: 50 g
875172 - 3,5 kg Cremoloso Riso Mochi; Dosage: a.p.

BLACK / WHITE SESAME
870882 / 870881

The delicate cream of Azuki Beans preferred by vegans and carefully 
transformed into an ice cream with a prevalent oriental character and 

an unusual, slightly sweet taste. Rich in fiber, minerals and trace 
elements, Azuki Beans have been beneficial for the health 

and the immune system of Asian populations 
for thousands of years. The 

taste of the Azuki 
Beans ice cream is 

harmonized with the 
velvety smoothness of 

the Cremoloso Riso Mochi, 
providing a unique taste 

experience.

873404 - 3,5 kg Crema Azuki Beans Paste; Dosage: 150 g
875172 - 3,5 kg Cremoloso Riso Mochi; Dosage: a.p.

MOCHI AZUKI BEANS
870883



From Amazonia to Europe, passing through the United States, 
comes the Ice Cream that takes its roots in one of 
the trendiest flavor combinations at the moment: 
Açaí Bowl! Açaí is a super-fruit that reminisces 
the flavor of chocolate with blueberry. 
This flavor combination comes with 
a Variegato rich in Cream with 3 
cereals, mixed in abundance with 
Açaí, cranberries and currant. 
A unique and 
original Ice Cream, 
a fantastic, fresh and 
daring combination, that 
will satisfy everyone’s 
cravings!

873412 - 2 x 3,5 kg Açai Bowl Paste; Dosage: 50 g
875175 - 3,5 kg Variegato Açai Bowl; Dosage: a.p.
875153 - 3,5 kg Variegato Cereal Cream; Dosage: a.p.

AÇAÍ BOWL
870875

Rumor has it … that a lot of celebrities are eating like cavemen!
“Eat what a caveman would eat”, that’s the premise of The Paleo 

Diet. The advocates of this diet focus on eating unprocessed 
foods like lean meat, seafood, roots, tubers, fruits, 

and vegetables. Not only are these foods 
recognizable by the human 

digestive system, they 
pack much more 

nutrition per calorie 
than typical Neolithic and 

processed foods. Paleo eating 
has become a major lifestyle, 

and Cremolinea Paleo ice cream 
concept illustrate this trend, by it’s 

composition and taste.

840139 - 6 x 1,5 kg Paleo Base (1500 g base + 2100 g water + 900 g forest fruits)
   3,5 kg Paleo Paste; Dosage: 50 g
875173 - 3,5 kg Creamy Variegato Paleo; Dosage: a.p.

PALEO ICE
870876



One of the most spectacular cakes of American Pastry, replicated 
faithfully in ice cream, presented in a tasty, choreographed 
and captivating version! Creamy, delicate and slightly sour 
ice cream meets the variegated red velvet, 
exalting the scent and 
taste in its 
unmistakable 
aromatic note. 
If you have Red 
Velvet gelato in 
your showcase, 
your customers will be 
impressed! 

873123 - 3,5 kg Mascarpone Crema Paste; Dosage: 30 - 50 g
875156 - 3,5 kg Creamy Variegato Red Velvet; Dosage: a.p.

RED VELVET
870877

Latte Macchiato, the classic famous Italian warm drink, today 
has become a gelato with a velvety and smooth flavor, 

whose inimitable taste caresses the palate 
and excites it in all its variations of coffee 

and cream. This is made possible thanks to 
the variegated Latte Macchiato, whose 

harmonious and extremely creamy 
structure helps to ennoble its creation 

in all its formidable 
nuances. 

Choose for your 
ice cream parlor the 

Latte Macchiato by 
CremoLinea and discover 

a true difference!

873406 - 3,5 kg Latte Macchiato Paste; Dosage: 50 g
875155 - 3,5 kg Creamy Variegato Latte Macchiato; Dosage: a.p.

LATTE MACCHIATO
870878



Mango & Cocco
Cool and creamy, this is a combo that will definitely delight your taste&senses! The high fruit 
concentration from mango paste mixed with Don Rafe Variegato, a blend of white chocolate 
cream with caramelized hazelnuts and extra coconut flakes, makes Mango & Cocco a divine 
combination. Taste it to discover its deliciously refreshing flavour!

Mango Carabao
Mango gelato with a gingery twist. Meet a perfect balance between fresh mango, orange and 
spicy ginger, a mixture created to make everyone’s day better.  Just a better gelato for all those 
sunny days!

Mango Cuore Di Panna 
Colorful, fresh and with high fruit content, this is the definition of a delightful recipe. Mango 
Cuore di Panna, a delicious cream taste with a slight vanilla note, combined with Cremoloso 
Mango. Simply perfect for the summer days!

MANGO CARABAO
873395 - 3,5 kg Mango Paste; Dosage: 50 g

875168 - 3,5 kg Variegato Orange & 
Ginger; Dosage: a.p.

MANGO CUORE DI PANNA
873323 - 3,5 kg Cuore di Panna Paste; 
Dosage: 50 g

875629 - 3,5 kg Cremoloso Mango Variegato; 
Dosage: a.p.

MANGO & COCCO
873395 - 3,5 kg Mango Paste; Dosage: 50 g

875037 - 3,5 kg Don Rafè Variegato; 
Dosage: a.p.

MANGO & FRIENDS



873415 - 3,5 kg Prickly Pear Paste; Dosage: 50 g
875163 - 3,5 kg Variegato Aronia; Dosage: a.p.

PRICKLY PEAR

As prickly and full of tiny thorns on the outside, as juicy and refreshing 
on the inside, Prickly Pear is the common name for the fruit of Opuntia 

Ficus-Indica, or simply, Nopal Cactus. 
Besides the sweet and refreshing taste, prickly 

pear juice is also ultra hydrating and rich in 
electrolytes and antioxidants, which lands it 

in the superfruits category. 
We choose to combine the 

refreshing prickly 
pear ice cream 

with Aronia variegato, 
another superfruit 

with high antioxidant 
properties.

So, don’t be prickly, taste 
Cremolinea’s Prickly Pear!

A unique recipe inspired by the Chai originated in 
India, Chai Latte ice cream contains a heavenly 
mixture of tea and hot spices. With variegato 
cinnamon and an ice cream with a drop of 
ginger, cinnamon and cloves, Chai Latte 
is a combination that will 
take you on a journey 
full of creamy & spicy 
flavors. Wow your customers 
with this oriental mixture!

873419 - 3,5 kg Chai Latte Paste; Dosage: 50 g
875098 - 3,5 kg Variegato Cinnamon; Dosage: a.p.

CHAI LATTE



873416 - 3,5 kg Sea Buckthorn Paste; Dosage: 50 g
875165 - 3,5 kg Variegato Goji; Dosage: a.p.

SEA BUCKTHORN & GOJI BERRY

Known as sea-buckthorn, sandthorn, sallowthorn or seaberry, this bitter-sour 
berry, with a delicate aroma, has been used for centuries in both Europe and 
Asia for food and pharmaceutical purposes. It is a secret held by the ancients, 
once forgotten. Greek legends claimed that it was the main food 
source of the mythical winged horse Pegasus. Today 
we know that sea buckthorn is a great source of 
vitamins, amino acids, natural oils, and other 
bioactive compounds.  By pairing it with 
another berry, Goji, 
used for thousands 
of years for a large 
variety of health benefits in 
traditional Chinese Medicine, 
Cremolinea has achieved 
an astounding combination of 
Super Berries in this marvelous 
gelato

873079 - 3,5 kg Yogurt Crema Paste: Dosage: 30 g
873397 - 3,5 kg Lavender Paste: Dosage: 20 g

YOGURT WITH LAVENDER

A surprisingly luscious combination, bright 
and unexpected, which evokes the 

colorful plains of Provence. Combined 
with a Pescarancio Variegato, 

can bring the entire 
Mediterranean 

seaside in a cup! Taste 
it and feel the refreshing 

breeze!



873397 - 3,5 kg Lavender Paste: Dosage: 50 g

LAVENDER

While high-end chefs incorporate edible flowers into salads and entrees, 
why shouldn’t gelato masters do the same? Floral is trendy, chic, and 
intriguing, but, more important, lavender can also be beautifully paired 
with fruit flavours to create a fresh and tangy ice cream cup, such 
as lavender with honey & walnuts, lavender 
& chocolate, or lavender & 
orange. Taste 
and 
play 
with 
Cremolinea 
Lavender Paste! 
Aromatic. 
Fancy. Chic.

873069 - 3,5 kg Biscotto Paste: Dosage: 50 g
875179 - 3,5 kg Variegato Orange; Dosage: a.p.
875034 - 3,5 kg Cremoloso Ciocotella; Dosage: a.p.

ORANGE CAKE

Insanely delicious combination of 
biscotto ice cream, silky chocolate 

cream with a 
fresh twist 
of orange 

variegato.  An 
aromatic delight 
which delivers a 

delicious experience 
all year round.



873618 - 3,5 kg Yogoberry Paste; Dosage: 50 g
875158 - 3,5 kg Variegato Raspberry Milk Cream; Dosage: a.p.

YOGOBERRY 

Yogurt makes for a great combination with any 
fruit possible, Greek Yogurt even more so. 
As smooth and silky outside, as creamy 
and crunchy on the inside, Yogoberry 
gelato combines the creaminess of 
Greek Yogurt with crunchy pieces 
of the finest and most aromatic 
Raspberries. 
Time and time 
again this great 
combination, proves 
that simple tastes are 
the tastiest when it 
comes to flavor.

854013 - 1,8 kg Chocolate Fondente Habanera; 2,2 l warm water + 1,8 kg Habanera
875168 - 3,5 kg Variegato Orange Ginger; Dosage: a.p.

DARK CHOCOLATE & GINGER

Ginger is a root that is beloved both in the Asian world as well as in the 
Western World. Ginger makes everything better, giving it that well 

rounded slightly spicy flavor. One of such combinations 
is dark chocolate with orange sauce and  

ginger. The ginger in the combination 
elevates the dark chocolate 

to a status of 
premium and 

gives it that 
specific aromatic-

spicy taste. At 
CremoLinea we believe 
that everything is a bit 

more interesting with Ginger.



870801 - 3,5 kg Limoncino Primo Fiore: Dosage: 20 g
873323 - 3,5 kg Cuor di Panna Paste: Dosage: 30 g
875166 - 3,5 kg Variegato Lemon Ginger: Dosage: a.p.

LEMON WITH GINGER

Sourness of the finest lemons combined with ginger, 
makes for an unforgettable combination, 
now on top of that imagine that it is a 
creamy and refreshing Gelato. With this 
combination you will get a 
refreshing ice cream 
that is great for the 
warmest of days. 
CremoLinea wishes you 
a warm season!

873413 - 3,5 kg Avocado-Lime Paste; Dosage: 50 g

Avocado lime is a taste, already well versed, in 
the field of Pastry, riding on the hype 

train of Avocado fruits. The mushy 
avocado with a hint of sour lime is 

a combination that could also, 
become a favorite 

for gelato 
makers. 

CremoLinea 
recommends 

to take this 
combination with 

a grain of salt!

AVOCADO-LIME



873398 - 3,5 kg Vanilla 43 Paste; Dosage: 30 g

VANIGLIA 43

When the Romans conquered Carthago Nova, they encountered the Liqvor 
Mirabilis, a golden, aromatic elixir produced and infused from local fruits 

and herbs. The Romans banned the production and consumption, but the 
Carthaginians continued in secret. In 1946, this elixir inspires Diego Zamora, a 

Spanish entrepreneur, to create a recipe of Licor 43. Taste is the 
secret of its success. The diversity of ingredients, perfectly 

balanced, deliver wonderfully layered 
flavours of vanilla, Mediterranean citrus 
and spice. A core idea that summarises 

what’s inside each 
bottle of Licor 

43: Pura Pasión. 
Cremolinea’s Vanilla 

43 is the concept which 
translate the Spanish spirit 
into gelato language. Taste 

the pure passion!

ALCOHOLIC NOTE
combinations



From Abruzzo with love!
The rarest and most fragrant 100 herbs works together to bring the fine 
harmony of this well known herbs liquor: Centerbe. 
What makes Centerbe so unique and  inimitable  is  its  
200-year-old  recipe kept secret by the family who 
has been manufacturing it since the late 18th 
century, beginning to produce the liqueur that 
had been  made  by  monks  in Abruzzo 
and known since very ancient 
times.
It is excellent added  
to  coffee, chocolate or 
milk, and may also be used 
for cooking and for patisserie. 
And, why not, for ice cream?

862801 Pasta Centerbe

CENTERBE

Gin Tonic sounds pretty great, doesn’t it?
Your clients may like the drink, but we bet 

they’ll love the new fusion: gin tonic ice cream. 
Ice cream, with a faint note of gin and the 

bitterness of tonic water! Call it naughty, but 
everyone will crave it this summer. 

873422 - 3,5 kg Gin Tonic Paste; Dosage: 50 g
875164 - 3,5 kg Variegato Cranberry; Dosage: a.p.

GIN TONIC



Creamy, boozy, sweet and rich, Algarrobina cocktail 
is the essentially Peruvian Eggnog, a mix of 
pisco, algarrobina syrup, condensed 
milk and egg whites, with a garnish 
of grated cinnamon. 
The warm combination between 
the unique Peruvian spirit, Pisco, 
and the characteristic 
carrob syrup 
was transformed 
by Cremolinea 
into a surprising and 
refreshing ice cream.

873636 - 3,5 kg Inca Power Paste; Dosage: 100 g
875098 - Variegato Cannella; Dosage: a.p.

INCA POWER

One of the most popular cocktails in the 
world, now turned into a delightful ice 

cream recipe! 
When lime, mint and rum fuse together 
you get a highly original ice cream hard 

to resist. It’s creamy texture and fresh 
flavor will make your taste buds 

dance for joy all day 
long.

Get on board to enjoy 
a deliciously refreshing 

journey!

873313 - 3,5 kg Mojito Paste; Dosage: 80 g

MOJITO



Tropical flavors and colours of Cuba and Puerto Rico bathe 
together in this sunshine colored gelato. It is inspired 
by the non alcoholic version of one of the most 
famous cocktail drink in the world!
The perfect balance of flavors, between the 
exotic sweetness of the pineapple and 
creaminess of the coconut, are mixed 
wonderfully with white rum and lime. All 
this is intertwined with 
the intense yellow of 
Variegato Pineapple, 
that contributes to enriching 
the taste and completes this 
amazing experience!

873315 - 3,5 kg Pina Colada Paste; Dosage: 80 g
875169 - 3,5 kg Variegato Pineapple; Dosage: a.p.

PIÑA COLADA
870884

   If this season is all about novelties, why 
not also jump in with Prosecco gelato – 

best dessert to party with!
If you’re a true fan of Prosecco, then you 
shouldn’t miss out on the sparkling taste 

of this gelato. A delicate flavor, made 
with this famous delight, 

is everything you 
could ask for during 

those hot summer days. 

873633 - 3,5 kg Prosecco Paste; Dosage: 50 g

PROSECCO



CREMOLINEA CLASSIC
combinations



KIT AUTUNNO

870806

1x3,5 kg Cannella Paste
Dosage: 50 g

1x3,5 kg Variegato Prugna
Dosage: a.p.

KIT CARAMEL APPLE PIE

870823

1x3,5 kg Dely Caramel Paste
Dosage: 80 g

1x3,5 kg Variegato Strudel di Mele Viennese
Dosage: a.p.



7 x 1,8 kg Cioccolato Fondente Habanera
Dosage: 1,8 kg + 2,2 lt water

7 x 0,2 kg Variegato Caffè
Dosage: 200 g

870808

KIT BOUQUET COFFEE

870819

KIT CREMIGNIONS
1x5,0 kg Cremignions Paste
Dosage: 50 g

4x1,0 kg Copertura Blue Decor
Dosage: a.p.



870821

KIT FIOR DI SAMBUCO
1x3,5 kg Fior di Sambuco Paste

Dosage: 50 g

1x3,5 kg Variegato Sambuco
Dosage: a.p.

870815

KIT BONITA
1x3,5 kg Bonita Paste
Dosage: 80 g

1x3,5 kg Variegato Wafers
Dosage: a.p.



KIT BAKLAVA/PLUS

An evolution inspired by the original 
recipe of the most beloved desert 
of the Middle East, our Baklava ice 
cream was developed step by step 
by the Turkish tradition. A delicious 
dessert made out of thin sheets, 
full of honey and dried fruits is now 
available in two lighter versions, 
according to the desired taste: 
Variegato Honey&Walnuts and 
Variegato Pistachio. Both meet all 
the expectations of foodies, even the 
ones with the highest Mediterranean 
gastronomical standards.

1x3,5 kg Pasta Baklava Plus
Dosage: 50 g

1x3,5 kg Variegato Pistacchio
Dosage: a.p.

870832

870795
1x3,5 kg Baklava Paste
Dosage: 50 g

1x3,5 kg Variegato Miele & Noci
Dosage: a.p.



870820

1x5,0 kg Sponge Cake Paste
Dosage: 70 g

2x1,0 kg Cremoloso Pannarella
Dosage: a.p.

2x1,0 kg Cremoloso Nerella
Dosage: a.p.

Inspired by the traditional recipes of Austro-Hungarian and German origins, this 
delightful interpretation of this classic embezzles even the most pretentious 
audience. Danubio Ciock is composed of layers of ice cream with sponge cake 
taste, filled with delicious and refreshing amarena sour cherry, everything 
decorated with cremolosi pannarella and nerella. This dessert will become 
your favorite sweet moment, that’s worth sharing with dear ones.

KIT DANUBIO CIOCK



1x3,5 kg Mascarpone Crema Paste
Dosage: 50 - 70 g

1x3,5 kg Variegato Fico
Dosage: a.p.

870794

KIT MASCARPONE AI FICHI

870810

KIT ROXELLA
1x3,5 kg Pralina Paste
Dosage: 100 g

1x3,5 kg Variegato Roxella
Dosage: a.p.



1x3,5 kg Zucchero Filato Paste
Dosage: 80 g

2x1,0 kg Variegato Carnival Blue
Dosage: a.p.

2x1,0 kg Variegato Carnival Pink
Dosage: a.p.

870816

KIT ZUCCHERO FILATO

870818

1x3,5 kg Cioccolato Bianco Paste
Dosage: 100 g

1x3,5 kg Cremoloso Monella
Dosage: a.p.

KIT BIMBY



870833

1x3,5 kg Riso al Latte Paste
Dosage: 50 g

1x3,5 kg Variegato Cannella
Dosage: a.p.

KIT MAJARETE KIT MANDORLATO REALE
1x3,5 kg Mandorla Pura Tostata Paste
Dosage: 100 - 120 g

1x3,5 kg Cremoloso Mandorella
Dosage: a.p.

2x1,0 kg Mandorle Intere Pralinate
Dosage: a.p.

870809



1x3,5 kg Arachide Paste
Dosage: 80 g

1x3,5 kg Variegato Snyx
Dosage: a.p.

870811

KIT SNYX

870813

1x3,5 kg Cheesecake America Paste
Dosage: 50 - 70 g

1x3,5 kg Variegato Frutti di Bosco
Dosage: a.p.

KIT CHEESECAKE AMERICA



1x3,5 kg Brownies Paste
Dosage: 80-100 g

1x3,5 kg Variegato Brownies
Dosage: a.p.

KIT BROWNIES

870796

1x3,5 kg Strudel Sfoglia Paste
Dosage: 50 g

1x3,5 kg Variegato Strudel di Mele Viennese
Dosage: a.p.

870797

KIT STRUDEL DI MELE VIENNESE



1x3,5 kg Mela Bianca Paste
Dosage: 50 g

1x3,5 kg Variegato Mela Rossa Red Delicious
Dosage: a.p.

KIT MELA DELICIOUS

870799

1x3,5 kg Mandarinetto Paste
Dosage: 50 g

1x3,5 kg Variegato Mandarinetto
Dosage: a.p.

870817

KIT MANDARINETTO



KIT WHISKY CREMA
1x3,5 kg Whisky Paste

Dosage: 50 g 

1x3,5 kg Variegato Whisky Crema Irlandese
Dosage: a.p.

870807

1x3,5 kg Crema Uva Fragola Bianca Paste
Dosage: 50 g

1x3,5 kg Variegato Blueberry Wine
Dosage: a.p.

870804

KIT BACCHUS



1x3,5 kg Aloè Paste
Dosage: 50 g

1x3,5 kg Variegato Aloè Vera
Dosage: a.p.

KIT VERALOE

870814

KIT DON RAFÈ
1x3,5 kg Don Rafè Paste
Dosage: 100 g

1x3,5 kg Variegato Don Rafè
Dosage: a.p.

870812



870841

KIT STROOPWAFEL
1x3,5 kg Wafer Olandese Paste

Dosage: 50 g

1x3,5 kg Variegato Stroopwafel
Dosage: a.p.

870798

1x3,5 kg Pancake Paste
Dosage: 50 g

3x1,0 kg Acero Syrup
Dosage: a.p.

KIT PANCAKE ACERO
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